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Thatcher rules out truce

Karate instills
self-control

Britain said its jets, missiles and shore
gunners shot down at least seven Argentine
6lanes that attacked British ships yesterday in
le Falkland Islands, and Prime Minister
Margaret Thatcher ruled out a truce despite
'papal pleas.
Defense Secretary John Nott predicted victory was days away, claimed more than a third
of Argentina's air force has been destroyed and
said more ships were arriving to reinforce the
British invasion fleet.
Nott said the British still have a hard fight
ahead but "one thing is certain, the days of the
occupying Argentine garrison are numbered."
But Nott disclosed that the frigate Antelope
set afire in fighting Sunday was still burning
and "severely damaged."
He spoke soon after Thatcher rejected Pope
John Paul II's latest plea for a cease-fire,
saying Britain would not stop fighting until
Argentine troops withdraw from the Falklands.

by Pat Jardlne

The white terry cloth sweatband
soaked up the moisture on his brow.
The karate assistant, with his yellow
belt wrapped around his waist, commanded the attention of the 18 barefooted students in the American
Karate Association's intermediate
class at the Student Recreation Center.
In the ready stance - their feet
apart, backbones perpendicular to the
ground and arms slightly bent ending
in a loose fist - the class, wearing the
traditional white gi - the kung-fu
pajama-like uniform - bows to the
American flag hanging above their
mirrored images.
The beginning verse, "We swear to
build ourselves physically and mentally ..." of the karate pledge is
recited.
The students finish the pledge, bow
and stand at attention. The yellow belt
assistant walked around the four lines
to check for incorrectly tied belts.

ARGENTINA gave no word on the latest
reported fighting. But the junta again accused
Britain of what it called an "absurd colonialist
venture" to retake the islands Argentina calls
the Malvinas.
The junta also denounced the Common Market for indefinitely renewing trade sanctions
yesterday and warned the United States to stop
supporting the British.
Defense Minister Amadeo Frugoli said the
United States is the West's most important
nation and "must think seriously about the
gravity ot
tne situation and adopt a more
of the

THE BELT, looped around the
waist twice, is tied in front with a
square knot. One student's belt hangs
unevenly and he does push-ups as
punishment.
Karate, the group of Asian fighting
methods using hand and foot blows as "•
the basic technique, is a highly disciplined sport.
"It is very much like the military,"
Mary Ann Nicholson, the intermediate class' head instructor, said.
Nicholson, a third-degree black
belt, splits the instruction of the beginning, intermediate and two advanced A.K.A. classes with her
husband, Robert, also a black belt.
The classes also are taught by yellow
and brown belts as a requirement to
achieve the next rank of the various
levels of the yellow, green, purple,
brown and black belts.
After the black belt rank is
achieved, the knowledge of karate is
passed on to the lower ranks.

balanced position."
Nott also said a Sea Harrier fighter-bomber
was lost Sunday and its pilot killed "in an
accident" shortly after it took off from an
aircraft carrier. It brought to five the number
of Sea Harriers the British have reported lost
out of about 40 with the Royal Navy fleet.
Thatcher, in a note delivered to the pope by
the British ambassador to the Vatican, said
"our cause is just."
"A CEASE-FIRE has to be accompanied by
withdrawal of Argentine troops," she said. "To
do otherwise would leave the aggressor in
ocupation and in possession of the rewards of
military adventure."
At the Vatican, officials said the pope still
planned to visit Britain starting Friday but
would cancel all meetings with political leaders
to emphasize the religious nature of the six-day

trip.

At the United Nations, Ireland proposed that
the Security Council call for a 72-hour truce to
give U.N. Secretary-General Javier Perez de
Cuellar a last chance to mediate. His efforts
collapsed last week, and diplomats privately
conceded they saw no hope in reviving them.

As of Monday Britain admitted losing the
destroyer Sheffield, frigate Ardent, two Harrier jump-jet fighters and two Gazelle helicopters in "enemy action." It said three Harriers
and seven helicopters have been lost in accidents. The Argentines have also damaged four
frigates, Britain said.

Trustees approve fee hike
for '82-'83 academic year
by
ivScott
Scott Sleek
senior staff reporter

Increases in general and instructional fees,
as well as priority changes for improvement
projects to be funded at the University, were
passed by the Board of Trustees Friday.
Instructional fees for main campus, Firelands Campus and off-campus centers will
increase by about 7.8 percent for the 1982
summer session. Graduate fees will increase
from $547 to $590, undergraduate fees were
raised from $385 to $415 and the non-resident
surcharge rose from $585 to $630.
Finance Committee Chairman Charles
Shanklin announced general fees will increase
6.3 percent, or $20, for the next academic year.
Converted to be equivalent to the current $106 a
quarter, the fee for 1982-83 would be $159 a
semester, Shanklin said. The additional $10 per
term raises the fee to $169, he added.
Summer session general fees will increase to
$112, compared to $94 in 1981-82.
Total general fee allocations will be $5,588,430, according to the finance committee's general fee and related auxiliary budget.

"TO TEACH KARATE you must
know it very well. You have to understand that sucker," Nicholson said.
Karate teaches respect, leadership
and authority besides self-defense
and physical fitness, Nicholson said.
For those who practice karate, rank
is stressed as each student is taught to
bow to the higher rank.
"Sex and age is not looked at but the
rank is. Whether you're a kid or a
woman with a high rank, you get
respect. The kind of respect that you
don't get in the real world," Nicholson
said.
After the belt inspection, each student is partnered for reflex conditioning blocking drills. In the drill, a
young man slaps his opponent in the
face with alternating hands. The opponent, staring in to his striker's eyes,
blocks the slaps with his corresponding arm by reflex.

see KARATE page 3
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BLOCKING DRILLS teach fast reactions which become automatic,
Kathy Bainbridge, the brown belt
assistant, said. Advanced students
block so fast it looks prearranged,
Nicholson added.
After the blocking drills, students
position themselves in the ready
stance as yellow belts weave through
the lines waving their hands in front

weather

Sunny. High In the low
70s, low in the mid 50s.
40 percent chance of
rain.

photo Ron Haqler
John Ervln, a senior medical entomology major, goat through his daily workout on
lha lawn In front of Mosalay Hall. Ervln Is a fourth degree Mack bait in a form of
Southern Chinese martial arts.

SHANKLIN SAID it is difficult to hold costs
and deal with a mandated enrollment decrease
at the same time. The Ohio Board of Regents
have requested the University decrease next
year's enrollment by 500 students, he said.
But he added the University's tee increases
are less than those institutions that do not have
an enrollment limitation.
"I think we can continue to provide the
education at a price that the students and their
families can afford," Shanklin said.
The Trustees also passed recommendations
for a miscellaneous auxiliary budget, with a
planned income and expense totaling
$9,536,402.
A resolution was passed dealing with a deferred maintenance reserve fund passed by the
Trustees June 26. Under guidelines of the
resolution, student services facilities eligible to
use the reserve accounts are the golf course,
Student Health Center, Ice Arena, Union, sta-

dium. Student Services Building and the
tl Student Recreation Center. The reserves must be
used for repair and maintenance projects costing more than $500, and a project costing more
than $10,000 requires Board approval.
THE TRUSTEES approved a 1982-83 continuation educational budget of $61,678,000 for the
main campus and $2,778,550 for Firelands
Campus until the state legislature approves the
state budget. These are the same amounts
approved last year.
The Facilities Committee also presented a
firoposal for improvement projects to be
unded and a report on auxiliary improvement
projects during the past four quarters. Biennially each state university and college submits a list of proposed capital improvements
for six years to the Regents for evaluation. The
Regents send their recommendations for fun*
ing to the state legislature.
In the 1963-88 planning period, 27 capital
improvement projects have been outlined, including renovations in Overman, Williams and
Hayes nails and Fine Arts and Business Administration buildings additions.
The Board also approved a recommendation
by acting provost Dr. John Eriksen for two
special professorships. These honors, to be
conferred annually, would be extended to professors who have made outstanding achievements in research or teaching.
IN OTHER BUSINESS, Frazier Reams Jr.
was elected Trustees president for a second
term, Robert Ludwigwas re-elected vice president and Richard Edwards, executive vice
president, was re-elected Trustees secretary.
Dr. Richard Ward, Faculty Senate chair,
presented a memorandum to the Trustees from
Philosophy Department faculty, stating the
Trustees violated the Academic Charter by
awarding President-Designate Dr. Paul Olscamp tenure as a full professor in that department.
Reams said Olscamp's tenure appointment
was not in violation of the charter.

Provost, professor receive honorary achievement titles
by Scott Sleek
senior staff reporter

The University's acting provost and
a professor of psychology were recipients of the University's highest honors of achievement at the Board of
Trustees meeting Friday.
Dr. John Eriksen, acting provost
since 1981 and dean of the College of
Arts and Sciences for 13 years, was
awarded the title of Trustee Professor
and Dr. Robert Guion was named
University professor for his outstanding acheivement in research. Nominations for the honors were made by

Interim President Dr. Michael Ferrari.
The Trustee Professorship is
awarded to a person returning to
faculty status after giving outstanding administrative service to the University for at least 10 years. Eriksen
will return to full-time teaching in the
Political Science Department on July
During tus service as dean in the
College of Arts and Sciences, Eriksen
said mathematics, sociology and history were added to the doctoral programs, popular culture and ethnic
studies became departments and the

Department of Speech Communica- research quarter, which gives faculty
release from teaching duties for retion became a school.
search.
"The introduction of the research
CRITERIA FOR promotion and
tenure as outlined in the Academic quarter and rewarding research in
Charter were standardized and the terms of promotion and other forms of
college's Tenure and Promotion Re- recognition, has increased the
view Committee was created during amount of research that has been
done in the college," he said. "I think
his term as dean, he said.
"Developed guidelines for promo- it's important to say that research has
tion and tenure standardized the proc- always been substantial, but the opess for all units, thus making possible portunities for more research were
the improvement of the quality of increased by the research quarter on
eromotion and tenure recommenda- the one hand and redoing the teaching
loads of faculty." _ . .
.
ons," Eriksen said.
HE SAO) HE ALSO developed a
Eriksen said he also initiated the
handbook for chairs and directors,
which codified all the college's procedures for recommendations and outlined important dates and events for
faculty and deans, such as contract
that Hinckley did not confide in his renewal deadlines.
In the acting provosts position,
hometown psychiatrist in 1980 because "he was afraid of being locked Eriksen has been involved with the
Semester Conversion Task Force,
up."
adoption of conversion guidelines ap"HE WAS AFRAID of being proved by Academic Council and disthought crazy," Goldman said of tributing fact sheets on the conversion
Hinckley, who could be sentenced to to students and faculty.
He has worked with Academic
life in prison if convicted.
But uke two other psychiatrists and Council on the Ohio Board of Regents'
articulation
request and on an acapsychologist Prelinger before him,
Goldman said Hinckley "did suffer demic priorities statement.
He said he also redefined the role of
from mental disease" when he shot
the Council of Deans as an advising
the president.

Witness testifies to Hinckley's insanity
WASHINGTON (AP) - A psychologist who testified that John Hinckley
was incapable of making rational
decisions when be shot President Ronald Reagan reacted vehemently yesterday when prosecutors asked if
being paid by the defense "shaped,
guided or determined your opinion."
"Not at all," snapped Dr. Ernst
Prelinger.
Under cross-examination for the
second time since he took the stand
last Thursday, the Yale psychologist
said he thought Hinckley had been

psychotic since the summer or fall of
1980 - "sometimes more, sometimes
less."
When "the roller coaster came to an
end on March 30," Hinckley decided
to go to the Washington Hilton Hotel
and shoot the president "on the basis
of his very vivid and overwhelming
fantastic obsessions and delusions,
Prelinger testified yesterday.
Dr. Thomas Goldman, a Washington forensic psychiatrist, followed
Prelinger to the stand and testified

group to the provost.
The Universty professorship is
awarded to a professor who has
achieved national recognition beyond
the limitations of a narrow field of
interest.
Guion is recognized as a national
leader in the area of industrial-organizational psychology. He served as
president of Research Design on the
Industrial and Organization Psychology Division of the American Psychological Association from 1972-73, and
also received that division's James
McKeen Cattell Award for Research
and Design, which assists persons in
carrying out research.
IN 1983, he will begin a six-year
term as editor of the APA's Journal of
Applied Psychology. The Journal features studies on applying psychology
in work settings and articles on topics
such as eyewitness testimonies in
court and leisure time in relation to
work, Guion said yesterday.
"It's quite a variety, and anything
that is a non-clinical application of
psycholgy is appropriate for the Journal of Applied, and it primarily publishes research articles," he said.
He is a Fellow in the Division of
Measurement and Evaluation and the
Division of Industrial and Organizational Psychology of the APA.

Netters shine
Rick Bechtel and Bud Vetter led
Bowling Green's tennis team to
an impressive performance in
the Mid-American Conference
championships. Details, page S

What's a name?
NEW YORK (AP) - Remember
that great Gilbert and Sullivan
operetta "Pirates of Pan Am?"
How about that long-running
Broadway hit, "Best Little Warehouse?"
John Moon says he's heard
those versions of the titles of
"The Pirates of Penzance" and
"Best Little
Whorehouse in
Texas" in his work as a salesman
at the theater district's halfprice ticket operation, TKTS, in
Times Square.
"Often, the people waiting in
line for tickets are not well
acquainted with the Broadway
shows," Moon said.
They sometimes improvise.
Two Nell Simon productions,
"I Oughta Be in Pictures" and
"They're Playing Our Song," became "I Oughta Be Playing Our
Song."

2 The BC News/May 29, 1982
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Spring fee
increase
9
Trustees tradition

J

Well, they did it to us again. Every May at the
University, the Beta's have a race, Jed & Co.
preaches, UAO has Good Times Weekend and the Board
of Trustees raises instructional fees.
Last May it was a 15 percent increase, from $321 to
$370 for undergraduates and from $455 to $523 for
graduates. That was for "summer session only."
But for this school year, the fees continued up; to $385
and $547, respectively.
And as of Friday they've gone up to $415 and $590,
respectively; a modest increase or 7.8 percent compared to last spring's jump.
This is for "summer session only," of course. With the
fat summer enrollment - thanks in part to the Trustees'
semester move - the Trustees would be inconsistent in
passing up an opportunity like that.
But donit think fees will drop come fall semester.
Academic Council presented a resolution that
"strongly urges" the Trustees to increase fees for the
1982-83 school year. And as soon as the Trustees can
figure how much, fees will rise again.
The Trustees only approved a continuation of the 198182 educational budget. Obviously, there will be no new
money coming in. The state has been threatening higher
education with massive cuts in state appropriations.
With preventative cuts already made in most areas of
the University, increased instructional fees become the
next measure.
Compared to some other state universities, we have
not been seriously hit. Yet. But we're slowly catching
up.
The Trustees had little choice in dabbling with the
instructional fees. It was an inevitable move.
But how much the Trustees increase fees in the future
depends on student and parent action: voicing concerns
to administrators, Trustees and especially state legislators, who are dealing with the state's - and University's - budget.

Presidency marked by pettiness
For some Americans, Harry Truman's blunt ways were endearing,
even "cute." I have never been able
to understand that. Truman liked to
make up stories of the way he bullied
other^^Generab MacArthurami

Focus
by Garry Wills

dreams of domestic takeover and
foreign showdown. He would prove to
others that they could not push him
around. In June of 1946 he wrote to
himself: "Declare an emergency call out the troops. Start industry and
put anyone to work who wants to
work. If any leader interferes, courtmartial him. (John L.) Lewis ought to
have been shot in 1942, but Franklin
didn't have the guts to do it... adjourn Congress and run the country.
Get plenty of Atomic Bombs on hand drop one on Stalin, put the United
Nations to work and eventually set up
a free world."

on his audience. After one of his
famous walks, he writes: "Had a
grand time watching the reaction of
the people." Even as president of the
United States, Truman wrote to his
hometown paper pleading for more
extensive praise. And after retirement he attacked the Kansas City
Star for not giving him greater prominence in its 70th anniversary issue:
"Ain't it hell for a prophet to be
without honor in his own home country, where he made his reputation
that caused him to be a senator twice,
vice president and president in his
own right of this Republic?"

Eisenhower, for instance, or Secretary of State James Byrnes. These
fictions were a salve to his memory of
being a little man among the giants. A
new collection of letters and notes he
Feeling impotent, even as presiwrote but did not send (Strictly Personal and Confidential) shows that he dent, Truman entertained grandiose
did not have the courage of his bullying, but wanted a record kept of what
he would have said if he had not been
checked.

Such megalomaniac daydreaming
is a scary thing in the Oval Office, as

alarming as any of the sordid stories
that came out of Richard Nixon's
White House. It is argued, in extenuation, that Truman did not send these
letters - but, for that matter, many of
the petty plots discussed in Nixon's
White House were not carried out.
The sad thing is that Truman wrote
and saved these notes, that he indulged such unhealthy visions of himself bullying others and the world. No
wonder he said he never lost a minute's sleep over the decision to drop
both atomic bombs.
Garry Wills is a history professor at
Northwestern University. His latest
book is The Kennedy Imprisonment.

mm,
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Being a little man bothered him:
"(Stalin) was a good 6 inches shorter
than I am and even Churchill was only
3 inches taller than Joe. Yet I was the
little man in stature and intellect.
Well, we'll see." This letter was addressed to Dean Acheson, who
stroked Truman's ego while running
foreign policy for him.
Truman was proud of the very
thing, his prejudices, that should have
shamed him. Jews and Catholics get
harsh words in this volume. Congressional opposition to Truman's spending plans is blamed on "a bunch of
'kikes' from New York." And those
"who run parochial schools ... have
always been against the education of
the common everyday person."
Truman vents his spleen on both his
Eredecessor and successor. Wanting
) redecorate the White House he
inherited from FDR, he writes:
"None of the Roosevelt tribe gave a
damn abut the official residence.
They were all promoters for themselves, I'm sorry to say." When Eisenhower was re-elected in 1956,
Truman wrote an incrediblly meanspirited letter to him: "I also hope
you'll go to Egypt and Palestine and
perhaps to Hungary and Poland in
order to surrender to the Kremlin as
you did in Korea in 1953."
We have all been treated to stories
of Truman's "unaffected" style. But
it was an act, and he had an eager eye

LETTERS:
Coverage of women's
Issues by News praised
After reading page 2 of the May 18
BG News, I did the next thing to
having it cast in bronze - I had the
page laminated. Never in the years I
ve been in Bowling Green have I seen
a better editorial page. Thank you to
the editor who wrote the editorial
"Lessons Unheeded Lead to More
Rapes."
Thank you, David Schiff er, for your
very sensitive column. I wish instead
of sadness you felt anger. Anger at the
senseless, depraved act that took
place in the back of a car early Friday
morning.
Anger is a constant companion because of all the years we women have
spent to be recognized as equals.
Anger because of all the pain women
have suffered to define their own
destinies. It is anger that makes me
cheer when I read that a woman got
out of a brutal, battering marriage by
killing her spouse. Yet I Know full well
that defensive violence is as wrong as
attacking violence.
David Schiff er, when you become a
lawyer, I hope you will remember
your sadness and think twice about
plea bargaining for a client so a rape
becomes a sexual assualt. A recent
rape in Bowling Green was treated in
this manner. The victim was asleep.
Thank you, Karen Sandstrom, tor
Sour honesty. Your first paragraph
ad a significant phrase, "womenhating feminist groups." I wish you
would expand on that feeling and
share those feelings with feminists on
this campus through the Women for
Women newsletter. I hope they would
print your comments.
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Feminists rightly deny being
"women-hating" yet why do women
who support ideals of the women's
movement make this charge?
This editorial page did not spring
out because of one Take Back the
Night Rally. Last year's Rally did not
evoke such a positive response.
The News this year has given attention to women's issues. Marilyn Eisbrouch's columns, Linda Perez's
reporting and letters and columns by
members of Women for Women.
Rape is not a popular issue. But the
public must be reminded that wrongs
don't disappear by ignoring them.
Only by keeping the topic In open
discussion can society hope that this
heinous crime be recognized as serious as premeditated murder.
My companion anger still won't
leave me. ERA may not be added to
the U.S. Constitution in 1982; but page
2 of the May 18 BG News brought me
real joy. Thank you.
Barbara Papfsh
Gradual* Student
Technical Writing

Rape Issue deserves
attention of students
"Causing another controversy ...." I can think of no issue
more worthy of controversy and student attention. "Affects but a few
students every few years ...."
Surely, rape is a serious enough crime
for these few students to be important
even if the understatement is taken as
literal truth. Would feelings be the
same if a few students every few
8ears were murdered as they left the
brary? An absurd comparison? In
some ways rape may be the worse of
the two crimes. I have no doubt that
rape is a more important issue to
society than cafeteria prices, fee
hikes and budget cuts. The loss to
America of students who can't afford
the higher costs will have far less
effect than the continuance of the
mind-set that leads to rape. Not all
men have this mind-set, of course, but
statistics make it obvious that a significant portion of nudes fed "it's OK
to hurt women." If a "few" rapes
aren't enough, I suggest an examination be made of the statistics on wifebeating.
Temporary "emotional upsurges"
may be the wrong method of combating rape, but is is apparently impossible to create a permanent active
antagonism to rape, so any effort to
bring attention to the problem should
be applauded not denigrated. Rape is
one issue where popular attitudes
should make a difference.
Alan D. Una
Htttory Detriment

News' story priorities
need to be examined

caring about people. It's not fair, like
a father kicking his four-year-old son
in the stomach, because neither victim can stop the horror and say, "but
I didn't do anything wrong. Matt
Winkleiohn and I will probably never
know how it feels to live with or
emotionally handle an assault of this
magnitude because there is no "male
equivalent." But I can imagine, and I
for one support almost all social enterprises that make rape an issue
instead of a common (and casually
accepted) crime.
Some men need to consider their
loved ones as potential victims before
they recognize the seriousness of the
crime. No matter what your view-

Yet another University woman was
raped late Thursday night. Apparently the BG News feels Michael
Stanley's picture complete with guitar phallic symbol is more important
than the rape story in the Tuesday,
May 18 edition of the News. Otherwise, why would this picture cover
one fourth of the front page while the
rape report was found in a miniscule
space on page six? Or how about the
front page AP story enlightening us
about a couple that flew to their prom
in a helicopter. Is that more important than a rape, especially when
police are looking tor people who saw
the woman's abductors drop her off? DOONESBURY
Surely more people, people who may
help the victim will see the front page
IGOTSOME
THWnON
than page six.
HOREHREIXOP, THSttiVKE.
The BG News usually gives top
SK.mm»K ueumno
muwrrr? BEREADYH
news the space it deserves - after all,
case A SHIP
there were four articles in Tuesday's
passes
issue about rape, two concerning the
rape Thursday night. Still, how can
the obscurity of the factoral account
of Thursday night's rape be justified?
It is our opinion the priorities of the
BG News editors need to be carefully
examined. The decision to put this
article on page six is mostly an injustice to the victim, but also an injustice
to the entire circulation of the BG
News.
John Bohland

OCMB 6507
Joy Hughes
230 Prout

Understanding of rape
a step toward solution

SK. TMAVMDIM
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point is of who the rapists are, let's
not lose sight of who the victims
always are. Matt Winklejohn is not
incorrect in having an opinion, but I
question his statement that rape occurs with no notable frequency on this
campus. I guess it depends on whose
taking notes. His viable solution to the
"imagined problem" of rape was to
"try to track down these devilish men
we seem to be worried about, and do
what we can to put- them behind
bars." Hey, great idea Matt! Maybe
the two possible witnesses of the car
involved in the most recent rape could,
come forward and help implement
Matt's idea. I'm not angry with Matt,
he's not a rapist, just a normal Ameri-

can guy. Matt wants more time spent
on problems like expensive cafeteria
food, and he doesn't want to be "made
to feel guilty" by a rally created to
keep rape an issue. I understand
Matt's priorities in light of our social
conditioning. I only wish, as males,
we could be more understanding of
the crime and what it represents. I
think that if we can't comprehend and
empathize with how and why women
respond to the ultimate insult of rape,
perhaps individual tolerance would
best demonstrate that we don't condone the crime.
Dean A. Hoatetler
OCMB 6760

by Garry Trudeau
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Imagine two (or eight) strong
hands pulling you down and holding
you, feeling you and hurting you. The
violations involved in rape are not
sexual, they represent the most horrible human condition of people not
RESPOND
The BG News would like to print
your comments regarding
something in The News or anything
of interest to the campus and
community.
Letters and guest columns
should be typewritten, triplespaced and signed. Please include
your address and phone number
for verification.
Letters to the Editor should not
be longer than 200 words and guest
columns should not be longer than
500 words.
Address your comments to:
Editor
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M University Hall
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Ex-governor Gilligan gives nod
to Springer for governor's race
by the Associated Press
Former Ohio Gov. John Gilligan
has singled out Jerry Springer as the
candidate of "intelligence, courage
and candor" in the Democratic race
for governor, the Springer campaign
announced yesterday.
Though giving the former Cincinnati councilman what he called "a
word of encouragement" in a May 11
letter, Gilligan stopped short of endorsing Springer.
"I'm not in the business of endorsing candidates," Gilligan said in
an interview with the Dayton Daily
News from his office at the University

of Notre Dame. "It was simply a word
of encouragement. By and large he
has run a constructive kind of campaign and deserves a word of commendation."
In the letter to Springer. Gilligan
said, "I am fully aware that, even
with considerable provocation, you
have avoided the kind of personal
attack on your rivals that serves only
to divide the party into warring
camps and contribute to the general
cynicism of the electorate, and I applaud you for that."
RUNNING AGAINST Springer in
the June 8 primary are Ohio Attorney
General William Brown and former

Lt. Gov. Richard Celeste.
In other political news:
• State Rep. Sherrod Brown of
Mansfield, a candidate for the Democratic nomination for secretary of
state, claimed yesterday what he
called "another victory" in his efforts
to enlighten voters as to the identity of
a candidate in that race. He said the
Ohio Democratic County Chairmen's
Association adopted unanimously on
Sunday a resolution condemning former state Sen. Anthony Calabrese of
Cleveland for "portraying himself as
incumbent (Secretary of State) Anthony Celebrezze."

Miami students fight 'no-car' rule
CINCINNATI (AP) - In the 19th
century, Miami University students
were forbidden to bring their horses
to the Oxford campus, and since 1919
the ban has applied to their automobiles, too.
A group of students challenging that
ban contends the policy unconstitutionally deprives them of their driving
privileges.
The university says education is an
all-day. every day process, that students have no need for cars and
benefit academically and socially
from staying on campus without the
mobility that cars afford.
"We believe they cannot gain as

much from a commuting relationship
as they can from a residence
relationship," former Miami University president Phillip Shriver said
yesterday. He noted students stayed
at the college from fall until spring
without any break, including
Christmas, a century ago.
Judge Carl Rubin, sitting in U.S.
District Court, heard testimony yesterday but is not expected to rule
immediately on the students' .challenge.
"I DO NOT propose to set myself up
as co-administrator of Miami University," Rubin said. "I'm only going to
measure one thing - is there a consti-

tutional deprivation? Are students
entitled, as a matter of law, to have
automobiles on campus?
"The proper question is not should
there be such a rule, but can there be
such a rule?"
Miami students at Oxford are allowed cars only for special needs,
such as handicaps, jobs or commuting. About 2,000 of the 15,000 students
are given special permits to have cars
in the town of some 8,500 permanent
residents.
To enforce Miami's no-car rule,
university security officers ticket student cars wherever they are found, on
or off campus.

of hand and foot attacks.
The main targets in karate are the
head, eyes, face, throat, groin and
kidneys.
In the front thrust kick, a foot
attack, the students are partnered;
one student is the aggressor and the

other is the target. Kathy demonstrates as she kicks her foot, sinks it
into a student's stomach and lightly
pushes him back.

karate.
. ■ . from Page 1

of the student's eyes. No one flinches.
The yellow belts command the
white belts to lean forward in a
straight-back bow and clap. The
warm-ups are over.
Bainbridge begins teaching a series

"FEEL WHAT it's like to push into
someone. That's what you want,"

BG News photo/Ron Hagler

Bikers

The Sigma Nu fraternity trias In vain to hold on to thair laad in the early part of the DU bicycle race, held this pact
Saturday to benefit tha Northwest Ohio Heart Association. The race was won by the team from Sigma Phi Epsllon.

Bainbridge said, as the students follow her lead and move in four sychronized chains down the room.
In the finger thrust hand attack, the
index finger is pointed as the student
makes a non-contact punch at eye
level to his partner. Intermoving

chains cross the floor and turn. They
At the end of the hour the students
"kiai" in a chorus.
lean forward in Asian fashion with
sweat dripping from their backs.
"The kiai is a spirit yell to scare the They bow to the flag, to Nicholson, to
opponent and to let the air out so the black belt and to Bainbridge
you're prepared to take a blow in the standing in the senior position at the
corner.
stomach," Bainbridge said.

Graduating Senior's Financial Advisory Series No
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The Challenge:
A No-Cost Way For
You To Establish
Financial Credentials.

PUT
YOUR HUNTINGTON
ACCOUNTS ON ICE
FOR THE SUMMER

BancO hio is meeting the challenge
with a simple system to help graduating college seniors establish the
basic financial references needed for
apartments, credit cards, even jobs.
It's a free package of services designed for graduating seniors.
You'll receive a no-service-charge
checking account for 90 days.
You'll receive the ultimate in banking convenience . . . BancOhio's
AnytimeBank® card. Good at more
than 110 BancOhio AnytimeBank
machines. Statewide.
You'll receive a Statement Savings
Account with as little as a $10 deposit.
Then, when you fill out an apartment
application, credit card application
and auto loan application, your financial credentials will be with oneof the
country's largest, most recognized
banks.

We will keep your account open all through the summer
months. Simply leave $5 on deposit in the account and
there will be no service charges for the summer
(May—Aug.).
STOP IN at our University Office on your way Downtown
before June 1, 1982, and there will be no need to open
bank accounts again when you return in the fall.

0

Huntington
Banks

Get BancOhio's

Graduate Package!
• 90 Days of No-ServiceCharge Checking
• A FREE AnytimeBank® card
for 24-hour banking
convenience
• MasterCard account with a
$500 credit limit
Oiler good now through July 31 1982'Eligibility
lor the $500 MasterCard credit line is contingent
upon prool of a lull-time permanent job and
credit approval Applicants should provide a
letter venlyi ng employment or the name, telephone number and address ol the company and
the hiring personnel officer

BancOhio National Bank

Just because spring quarter is ending, don't close out
your student checking account or your Huntington savings account.

Wo would Ilk* to express our appreciation
for the opportunity to servo you during
the past academic year . . .
HAVE A GOOD SUMMER!

At BancOhio, we're meeting your
financial challenges of the future,
today.

MEMBER FD*
C 1BS2 BancOhio
Corporation
* rttgn—rad service rnarti
BancOhio Corporation
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LSU changes focus to social, cultural issues

The.BGSU
Pre-Law Society

against state and national
budget cuts.

tions as the Toledo-based
Farm Labor Organizing
Committee and the FreYET WHEN an organi- mont-based La Raza
zation is concerned with Unida, it will concentrate
only political issues, they on strengthening itself beface the danger of being fore improving the admittoo narrow in scope, he tedly tenuous relations
with these two groups.
said.
THE SEPARATE SEAT"I don't think it's a matter of what's wrong (politi- ING of executive commitcal versus cultural tee members at the weekly
emphasis). It's a matter of LSU meetings, to help new
presenting ourselves in a members identify who is
new way, Velasquez said. holding what position, reg"It's a new order of people. ular media publication of
Our new ideas and new their events, better comformat will give people an- munication to increase
other way at looking at meeting attendance, and
ourselves. There's still a getting members involved
lot of stereotypes around in the planning of proabout the Latino. Ameri- grams (people already are
cans are being fed an physically involved in carimage of migrant workers Sing them out) are among
e goals of the new LSU,
and Tow-income people."
Many LSU members are Velasquez said.
In addition, he intends to
second-generation Latinos
with brothers and sisters prod LSU members into
working
more consistently
who attended the University, and the organization at Latino Preview, an anitself is an established one, nual three^day recruitment program in
he said.
And while LSU, under November of Ohio high
the administration of a school students.
"We would make about
completely new executive
committee, recognizes the 150 calls to people individuimportance of its ties with ally as far out as Cleveland
such political organiza- and Columbus. Sixty to 70
!••••••••••••••••••
• ••••<

by Linda Perez
senior staff reporter

in conjunction with
the College of Arts & Sciences

Proudly Presents

A panel discussion on
Legal Education.
Wednesday, May 26, 1982
at 7:30 in the
Ohio Suite
of the University Union
FREE and Open to the Public

EXPERIENCE
GETS YOU
EVERYWHERE!
Marketing, Sales, Retail,
Communications Majors:
Here's Your
Chance to
Gain
Experience
That will
Give You

The days of protests on
the steps of the administration building and of arrests
of Latin Student Union
members, garnering the
spotlight of the local media, hopefully are over,
says new LSU chairman
Francis Velasquez.
The students who protested in 1980 against alleged discrimination
directed at Latinos had a
different idealogy on how
to change the system, Velasquez said Friday. Students today are not as
politically oriented as their
predecessors and stress
cultural and social considerations above analyses of
political issues affecting
the latino community.
Not that political awareness is fruitless, the junior
business management major was quick to point out.
Velasquez intends to closely associate his organization with the national
Hispanic organization Latinos United for Latino
Awareness Commission,
and to stage an LSU demonstration late this fall

Take
. stock
in^merica.

That EXTRA
Advantage
When Entering
the Professional
Marketplace
Now Accepting
Applications for
Advertising Sales
Positions for
Fall

Vi Price Off on a Haircut
30% off or on a Perm
with Gayle.

MON-SAT 9:00-5:30

THURS til 8:00pm

EXTRfi CHEESE
on any size pma wih on* or mi*
additional tems
QSK 1c t whe,~ o'de'mg

!.

LITE PRIC
3:00 PM

MON WEO
11:00 AM - 2:00 AM
THURS ■ SAT
11:00 AM • 3:00 AM
SUNDAY
3:30 PM 3:00 AM
516E. WOOSTER
352-1504

(OeLlVEHY: With can ol COKE It $2.75)

TUESDAY: SUBDAY
Have a small sub & Bottomless
pop for $1.95.

COUPON-

Celebrate
Life!

Women's Caucus
Meeting
WHEN: Wednesday, May 26
Noon Hour (12-1)
WHERE: Hanna Hall 208
WHAT: How exigency affects
women employees - job security,
working conditons, opportunities]
for advancement.
ALL WOMEN EMPLOYED AT BGSU
ARE WELCOME!
DJ's Health Food
& Cyclery
VITAMIN & MINERAL
FOOD
SUPPLEMENTS.

Raleigh
Ross
Repairs Done
on the Premises

115 W. Merry 352-9157

TUESDAY
SPECIAL

HAIR REPAIR
50% off

KICKY FUN
CLOTHES

MAY 25 - 27
TUES - THURS

Selected Pants,
Skirts, Tops, Dresses I

(DELIVERY: With can ol COKE l» J2.-50)

All Hair Cuts
Must Present This Coupon
1616E.Wooster
OfW III ii iwn iriTrnTii mimniiiiiri

CHEF SALAD DAY

;Preferred Properties!

Have a small chef salad with 3
slices of garlic bread &
Bottomless pop for $2.19.

VA to Vl OH

(DELIVERY: With can ol COKE la $2.75)

THURSDAY: SINGLES SALAD BAR DAY
Have a salad with garlic bread
and Bottomless pop for $1.95.
(Delivery: Large toeeed with Garlic breed & can of COKE !• **.»)

ana

U PISES P.S POSTED

THE JUSTICES also
may decide whether states
can require that a second
physician be present when
abortions are performed
on women in their final
three months of pregnancy, and whether doctors can be required to
supply a pathologist's reSrt on a tissue sample
Ken from each abortion.
The court's answers are
not expected until sometime next year.

l^^V^-K^^-^-.v^T^^^^-K^-y^

MONDAY: MINI PIZZA DAY
Have a 6 inch pizza with 2 items
& Bottomless pop for only $2.19

WEDNESDAY:

Free Delivery
ONE COUPON PI*

352-5166

352-1092
110H. Main B.C. Ohio
Coupon Good May 25,1902
thru May 31,1982

MYLES PIZZA PUB
LITE LUNCHES.

pPisanello's

For Only SLOO Extra
With your purchase of an entree and this coupon

YOG MCJST PRESENT THIS COUPON
GOOD THRU JUNE 12, 1982

11:00 AM

FREE

Lg. Nat'l Company
hiring In Following Areas

Potato Skins

Various Braiding Styles Available Wl-£l]lf ■ If

THURS

SUMMER JOBS

You can get an order of

MAKE YOUR APPOINTMENT NOW!

have the consent of one of
her parents or a judge before obtaining an abortion?
• Can doctors be required to inform patients
seeking abortions about
the risks associated with
pregnancy, abortion techniques to be used and the
condition of the fetus?
• Can governments require doctors to wait at
least 24 hours after a
woman signs a consent
form before performing
the requested abortion?

use cases from Ohio, Missouri and Virginia to answer lingering questions:
• Can states or local
communities require that
all abortions on women
more than three months
pregnant be performed in
a hospital?
• Can any girl under 15
years of age be required to
I

SUNDANCE
SPECIAL

ALSO, David L. Rosebrock formerly
with JACOBSON'S FRANKLIN PARK
MALL received advance training with
SASSON'S in Chicago, Roger
Thompson of New York and Roux Lab
of Jacksonville, FLA.

While he could not predict the national mood toward the country's fastestgrowing minority - Hispanics - Velasquez said
Latino relationsnips with
the black and white populaces on campus are improving, "although by no
means at their strong
point." Positive feedback
on this quarter's Latino
Awareness Week from
such corners as Dr. Donald
Ragusa, dean of students,

WASHINGTON (AP) The Supreme Court, re-entering a legal and moral
storm it helped create,
agreed yesterday to issue
new guidelines on how far
government can go in regulating abortions.
Nine years after it legalized abortion,'the nation's
highest court said it will

Come To Screening At
University Union
TAFT ROOM - 3rd Floor
Monday May 24 11:30, 1:30,3:30
Tuesday May 25 11:30, 1:30.3:30
HOLIDAY INN WOOSTER
Tuesday May 25 5:30

CAROUSEL BEAUTY
SHOP

and the Alpha Sigma Phi
fraternity encourage him.
"I come from a very
Latino background. I have
17 brothers and sisters and
my mother cooks Spanish
food every morning. But
we live in the United States
..." Velasquez said, smiling a little at the remembrance. "I've been around
whites before. Therefore it
wasn't a real culture shock
for me to come up here. I
feel very comfortable being a Hispanic here - the
jokes can come and go as
they please, as long as
they're just jokes."

Supreme Court to clear up
remaining abortion issues

Full Summer Work
$200 A WEEK and UP

^GSBV

deprivation of students'
right to choose their own
classes, Velasquez said.

HE ALSO WOULD LIKE
to see Latino mini-courses,
co-sponsored with the
Spanish Club, develop, yet
is opposed to making Latino studies courses mandatory general education
requirements. Such requirements would be a

Cleveland, Columbus
Toledo, Akron, Canton
Sandusky, Mansfield
And Several Other Cities In Ohio.

The BG News

MON

students came out last
Sear, yet only 25 percent of
lese same students registered here," Velasquez explained. "One of the
problems was that students weren't getting their
applications (for registration) in on time."

-

THE PO WDER PUFF
525 Ridge St.
tues eve. open
til 9:00pm

835 High St.
Rental Office Located at the
New Cherrywood Health Spa

NOW RENTING
PIEDMONT ARTS - HAVEN HOUSES
* Apt. Complexes 'Houses,'"Efficiencies

furnished or unfurnished
Phone: 352-9378
9:00 4:30 Mon-Fri
fiu M a 11 ajuuULM lltlM.ltllimilHIIIII
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SPORTS
BG's Hampton ignores arm injury to win javelin
by Joe Maglll
sports reporter

It used to be that it took a healthy
arm to successfully throw the javelin.
That is, until Bill Hampton competed in the event in last weekend's
Mid-American Conference track and
field championship, held in Toledo.
The Bowling Green sophomore won
the javelin with a toss of 225-94, using
a right arm that he could barely move
the week before, and that gave out
after his fourth throw of the competition.
Luckily for Hampton, his third toss
was long enough to hold up for the
victory. For the rest of the Falcons,
things did not go as well, as they
finished a disappointing seventh, with
an equally disappointing point total of
EASTERN MICHIGAN won the
meet with 16S points, while Miami
was runner-up at 132. The other teams
competing were: Western Michigan
(90); Ohio University (66); Kent State
(55); Toledo (51); Central Michigan
(32); Ball State (12); and Northern
Illinois (9).

For Hampton, the fact that his arm
gave out means much more than it
just stopped working. According to
BG coach Tom Wright, the sophomore
is suffering from a stress fracture,
which occured on his fourth throw.
Wright said doctors at the Cleveland Clinic said surgery is a probability, and that Hampton could be
sidelined for possibly 4 to 6 months.
"My elbow s been hurting all year,
and it kept getting worse and worse
all week, Hampton said. "But, no
matter what I wasn't going to drop
out. I figured I've been working for
this too long to give it up now.
"Right now I really have mixed
emotions. I'm glad I won it, but I'm
also worried about my arm. I kind of
wanted to win it for coach. I felt I
owed it to him - he's done a lot for
me."
"BILL'S EFFORT was just outstanding," Wright said. "Even though
he experienced considerable pain, he
was willing to sacrifice and win the
title. Winning that championship has
been foremost in his mind all year.
He's worked hard and certainly deserves the honor."

While Hampton was the only MAC
champion for the Falcons, Pete Yaskowitz was the only Falcon to place
second. The sophomore cleared 6-Vfli
in the high Jump, and narrowly
missed 7-0, which eventually was the
winning height.
Yaskowitz was one of the favorites
coming into the meet, being one of two
entered that had gone over 7 feet. But
he and Phil Kimble, the favorite from
OU, did not perform as well as Toledo
freshman Barry Sonnenberg, who
eventually won the event.
"I'm very happy with taking second, but I didn't do as well as f have
done before," Yaskowitz said. "Sonnenberg wasn't who I was worried
about losing to. He was a surprise.
Kimble should have won, but he
couldn't do it when he had to."
ANOTHER SOPHOMORE, Bryan
Malsam, had an outstanding meet for
the Falcons. He cut nearly two seconds off his best time in talcing third in
the 400-meter intermediate hurdles,
and he led off the 1,600-meter relay,
which also placed third.
Malsam, who has only run the
hurdles six times, entered the meet

with a best time of 53.7. He lowered
that by a second in the preliminaries,
and then dropped down to 51.87 in the
finals, which is only one-half of a
second away from qualifying for nationals.
He had the fastest qualifying time
going to the finals and he finished only
.33 of a second behind the winner.
Malsam and EMU's Jim McGrath
were given the same times in the
finals, but the officials picked
McGrath for second.
"I went into the meet hoping to run
a 52.5," Malsam said. "That 51.87
surprised me to death. When you're
that close to winning you always
wonder if you could nave won. but
there's no disapointment. I took almost a second per day off my time, so
I have to be happy."
The 1,600-meter relay was the only
other event in which BG placed third.
The team of Malsam (49.4), Derrick
Smith (47.8), Oliver Hairston (49.5)
and Keith Glover (49.1) combined for
a time of 3:15.97. Smith set a personal
best with his split.
SMITH PLACED in two other
events, taking fourth in the 200-meter

dash, and fifth in the 100-meter dash. bests in both the 1,500 and the javelin.
The sophomore was timed in 21.61 and
Tom Coulon and Tom Graff ice both
10.93, respectively. Also, he, Hairston, placed fifth in their events, the former
Charles Morgan and Randy Shelly m the pole vault and the latter in the
comprised BG's 400-meter relay javelin. Coulon tied a personal best by
team, but they didn't finish the race clearing 14-6, and Graffice's best toss
because of a bad baton exchange.
of the day was 211-8.
The only other Falcon to place
twice was Tim Brennan, who ran
Jeff Martin was the only other
personal bests in both the 3,000-meter Falcon to place, taking sixth in the
steeplechase and the 5,000-meter run. 10,000-meter run. Martin, the only
The sophomore took 13 seconds off his senior that placed for BG, was timed
best time in the steeple to take fifth in 30:57.67.
Friday with a time of 9:02.50. He
Perhaps the only bright spot from
came back on Saturday to run a the meet is that Martin is the only
14:35.29 in the 5,000, which was good scorer the team loses. Most of the
for sixth.
scorers were sophomores, with a few
"Tim Brennan had an outstanding juniors and a few freshmen.
meet," Wright said. "It took two fine
"I'm disappointed with our finish,
efforts to place in both those races." but looking into the future - we only
Kevin Siebert set a personal best in lose one point for next year," Wright
the decathlon, finishing fifth with a said. "The kids did a credible job. f m
total of 6,373 points. His previous best just disappointed that we didn't score
was set last year when he totaled 6,284 more points and move up in the standpoints.
ings.''
a
HE WON THE decathlon 1,500-meThe Falcons travel to South Bend,
ter run, which is the last event in the
competition, by nearly 17 seconds, Ind., this weekend, to participate in
leaving him only 24 points out of the Central Collegiate Conference
fourth place. He also set personal championship.

Falcon netters fifth in MAC
by Keith Walther
assistant sports editor

It will go down in the record books
as just a fifth place finish... but oh, if
people could read between the lines.
The Bowling Green men's tennis
team's final position among the 10
Mid-American Conference schools in
last weekend's MAC championships
in Toledo may appear to be mediocre,
but it does not correctly convey just
how impressive the team was, nor
how close it was to finishing among
the top three.
The Falcons came away with a
total of 154 points in the tournament.
This placed far behind winner Miami's 27 points, but enabled BG to
finish on the tails of Ohio University
(22), Western Michigan (214), and
Ball State (17).
The closest team to these five was
Central Michigan with only seven
points. This clearly shows that there
was a "definite division of talent in
the MAC this year," according to BG
coach Bob Gill. "THERE WERE five teams with
similar talent," Gill said. "It was
very competitive among those teams.
There was a clear division and we
were among those teams that can be
considered the best in the MAC."
BG's number one singles player,
Rick Bechtel, was a surprising force
in the tournament for the Falcons.
After a dissapointing regular season, the Toledo native stormed
through his early round match
against Toledo's Jan Olsson to gain
the opportunity to meet Dave Sommerville from Western Michigan, the
flight's number one seed, in the quar-

mined tennis. If we could have won
terfinals.
Sommerville appeared to be in one or two of those, it might have
complete control, winning the first set changed some things (as far as the
6-1. But from then on it was all Bech- final standings were concerned). But
tel, as the senior played some of his we didn't."
In doubles, Vetter and freshman
finest tennis of the year, winning the
next two sets 6-1, 6-1 to reach the Beier defeated Dave Sommerville
semifinals. There Bechtel defeated and Jeff Stassen of Western Michigan
Kent State's Len Simard 6-4, 7-6 to in the second doubles semifinals to
earn a chance to win the MAC at their
complete his road to the finals.
BECHTEL THEN met Miami's position.
It was not an easy task, however,
Larry Yearwood in the championship,
having disposed of him only one week as they had to play the top-seeded
before 6-0, 6-1 in a regular season team at second doubles in Yearwood
match. This time, however. Year- and Mark Witsken from Miami.
The first set was all BG's as the
wood was up to the task and defeated
Falcons broke Witsken's service
Bechtel 6-4, 6-3.
early
and went on to win the set 6-3.
"Rick played a tremendous tournament," Gill said. "He was mentally Miami then gained momentum and
tough for his matches and really took the second and third sets, 6-4 and
wanted it (the championship). He fell 6-2, for the championship.
"Steve and Bud played excellent
short but he definitely peaked at the
right time this season because he tennis throughout the tournament,",
looked awfully good (last) weekend." Gill said. "It probably was the best
Besides Bechtel, BG placed three tennis they played all season. They
other singles players, Steve Beier at were consistent and aggressive in
number three, Bud Vetter at five, and their matches. That Miami team
Eric Hoecker at number six, into the really is probably the best second
semi-finals. But only Bechtel came doubles team I've seen in my 14 years
away with a win and a trip to the as a coach here. They're tough - and
Bud and Steve played them about as
finals.
Beier was beaten convincingly by well as they or anvone could have.
Jim Demos and Barry Conlan also
OU's Steve Gunderson 6-2, 6-2.
Hoecker lost a tough 6-2, 7-6 (7-5) won the third doubles consolation
decision to Miami's Tim Klitch, while final over the Eastern Michigan team
Vetter lost an opening set in a tie- of William Miller and Mike Munson
breaker after having a set point, and
Gill, who said he was pleased with
then won the second set before losing his team's play overall,
shared
the third set and the match to Miami's the MAC Coach of the Year honors
Steve Fisher.
with Ohio's D.J. Stephenson.
"WE HAD TWO semi matches that
we were in close enough to win," Gill
"The whole team was aggressive
said. "They were hard-fought this weekend and did not roll over
matches and the guys played deter- dead for anyone." he said.

te*s pnoto Jerry Cattaneo
Bowling Green's Rick Bechtel and Miami's Larry Yearwood prepare to receive their awards
after their hard-fought match at last weekend's MAC championship in Toledo.

Seniors go out in style

BG's Bechtel, Vetter save best for last
by Keith Walther
assistant sports editor

Rick Bechtel had a dream. It
came true in a partial way at the
Mid-American Conference tennis
championships in Toledo, last
weekend.
Ever since the senior number
one singles player for Bowling
Green's tennis team witnessed
BG's Tom Ligntvot win the MAC at
the number one slot some 10 years
ago, he had aspirations to do the
same. Last weekend, the slender
native of Toledo clawed his way
through match after match until
that goal was within his grasp.
But the rest did not turn out his
way, as his dream came to an
abrupt halt in the first singles final
when Larry Yearwood of Miami
defeated Bechtel in two hardfought sets 6-3,6-4.
IT WAS A rather amazing turn
of events for Bechtel. After struggling through the regular season
with a 9-14 record, Bechtel played
inspired tennis in the tournament.
It was, according to Bechtel, a
matter of pride.
"I didn't have a very good
year," Bechtel admitted. "So I
really wanted to go out a winner. I
was not going to he denied. I kept
telling myself that I was not going
to leave this university until Iwon
a (MAC) title."
His effort came up short, but his
determination should be apfilauded. Bechtel continously
ought back from adversity to win.
He lost his first set of the tournament to UT's Jan Olsson (who he
had lost to in a practice match the
day before) 6-3, before fighting
back to crush the husky Swede 6-2,
6-2 for the match.

THEN THE match came where
Bechtel was expected by most to
bow out of the tournament - Dave
Sommerville of Western Michigan
- the tournament's number one
seed at first singles.
Sommerville manhandled Bechtel in the first set, 6-1. It was at this
time that Bechtel said that he got
especially geared up to comeback.
"I really got upset by the way
that he (Sommerville) was carrying on to his teammates after that
first set," Bechtel remembered.
"He was making remarks like 'this
one's going to be quick guys' and
stuff tike that. It really got me
pumped up to win. He really
thought he was going to win after
thatTirst set."
Bechtel's comeback became
complete as he won going away, 61, 6-1. Later he defeated Kent
State's Len Simard 6-1,6-1 to reach
the finals against Yearwood.
BECHTEL BECAME the crowd
favorite as be was admonished as
the underdog in most every match
he played in. Truly, by his performance many people had a difficult
time believing that this was the
same Rick Bechtel that lost his
first five matches of th season.
"I sot off to a slow start this
year. I'm always a slow starter. I
think a lot of it is that I don't really
get going until late in the season
when the weather gets warm," the
transfer from South Florida said.
"I'm still pretty pleased with the
way I played towards the end of the
year, f started hittine the ball like I
knew that I could. I served very
well during the tournament, with a
lot of kick in it. Being a senior, I
was determined. That made a big
difference in my game."

by Keith Walther
dssistant sports editor

Bud Vetter came to play last
weekend at the Mid-American Conference tennis championships in
Toledo - and it showed.
BG's Vetter nearly became a
finalist in both singles and doubles
which would have been a remarkable accomplishment. Instead, he
qualified with partner Steve Beier
for the final in second doubles and
came within one point of making it
to the final at his fifth singles
position.
"I had a set point in my tiebreaker (with Miami's Steve
Fischer) in the first set, but ended
up losing it," Vetter remembered.
"I won the second set (6-4) and
then lost the third set (6-3) and the
match. But if I could have won that
first set point, I might have won the
match.
"I KNEW though, that I was
going to be in a tough match and I
think I played well - it was a
battle."
Vetter may have lost the battle
but he didn't lose the war, as he
showed that he was one of the
better all-around tennis players in
the MAC this year by his consistently strong showings both in singles and doubles.
In doubles, the senior Vetter
paired with the freshman Beier to
form one of the best doubles combinations BG tennis has had in quite
some time.
The duo qualified for the final by
playing "probably the best doubles
they had played all year," according to BG coach Bob Gill, upsetting
Dave Sommerville and Jeff Stassen of Western Michigan 6-4, 64.
This earned them the right to play

the top-seeded team of Larry Yearwood (also the number one singles
champion) and Mark Witsken from
Miami.
THE FALCONS played as if they
didn't know they were the heavy
underdogs in the match, winning
the first set, 6-3, before losing the
last two hard-fought sets.
"We knew that if we played well
that we would have a decent
chance of winning theMAC s,"Vetter said.' 'But we knew our competition would be tough. We lost, but
I'm still pleased with the way Steve
and I played througout the year.
"I really enjoyed playing witn
Steve. We complimented each other's game. I am a hard hitter and
sometimes I tend to make a few
errors because of it. Steve is more
of a finesse player who plays real
consistent."
The senior from Mansfield Malabar high school had one of the
better regular seasons among the
Falcon netters this spring, going
16-7 in singles and 13-7 in doubles.
LAST YEAR, Vetter had a
rather disappointing record of 9-13
at third singles and 8-11 at second
doubles. Part of the difference for
this season's success, according to
Vetter, was the fact that this was
his senior season.
"I was definitely looking forward to this spring," he said. "I
wanted to have a good season and a
good showing in the (MAC) tournament. It was my last shot at it. I
played some of the best tennis of
my college career this spring. I got
some good early wins that really
helpedmy confidence. I also received a lot of support from the
team. That's what I really liked
this year - the attitude of the team.'

Gridders end spring
by giving out awards
Five Bowling Green football players were presented with the team's
annual awards following the conclusion of spring practice last week.
Senior-to-be Dave Hagaman received the Falcon Award, which is
presented each spring to the player
who best combines leadership, attitude and ability. Hagaman was a
starter at offensive tackle last fall,
and had an outstanding spring practice.
Another offensive lineman, junior
El Greg King, received the Most
ical Player Award. Junior nose
e Joe Prchlik was selected as the
Most Improved Player, while senior
linebacker Terry Gyetvai and senior
tailback Chip Otten shared the Most
Consistent Player Award.
THE FALCONS, who will return to
campus on August 14 to begin preparations for the 1982 season, concluded
spring practice with the annual spring
game two weekends ago.
While many collegiate football
coaches treat their annual intrasquad spring games like the most
sacred of rituals. Bowling Green head
coach Denny Stolz treats the Falcons'
spring game just about like any other
scrimmage.
Stolz approached the game with
specific objectives in mind, and he
cared little whether or not anyone was
trying to keep score in the game.
"Primarily, we were evaluating our
quarterbacks. We threw the ball a
lot," Stolz said.
Two touchdowns were scored in the
game which went on non-stop for
about one hour and 45 minutes. Reserve quarterback Rick Nieman and
leading QB candidate Dayne Palsgrove each scored on a pair of onevard keepers.

NTEMAN'S SCORE came first and
his short run capped a 13-play, 60yard drive. Nieman was impressive
in the drive, hitting five of seven
passes for 32 yards. Kevin Browning
was the busiest ball-carrier with four
rushes for 18 yards.
The big play in the second scoring
drive came on a reverse to flanker
Greg Taylor, as the fleet-footed former quarterback reversed back the
opposite way after getting the ball
and raced 55 yards to the five-yard
line.
Shawn Potts, who was the day's
leading receiver with four catches for
70 yards, made an outstanding catch
of a Palsgrove pass later on to set up a
29-yard Gehad Youseff field goal.
"He and Taylor will make those
plays," Stolz said. "Plays like that
are game-winners."
PALSGROVE, who Stolz said "has
a hold on the number one spot" at
quarterback, completed seven of 10
passes for 79 yards. For the day, four
quarterbacks completed 22 of 42
tosses for 188 yards.
The Falcons were less impressive
rushing, as 38 carries produced just 61
yards. Browning had 23 yards on
seven carries and Taylor had 48 yards
on two carries, but several quarterback sacks resulted in a lot of
negative rushing yardage.
' We pretty much know what we've
got here, but every year four or five
freshmen come in here and contribute
Xt away," Stolz said. "I don't know
they are yet, but that's pretty
much inevitable."
Stolz will get his first extensive look
at his freshmen recruits when practice resumes on August 14. The Falcons open the season against Ohio
University on Sept 4 at home.
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SPORTS BRIEFS.
There will be an organizational meeting for all
women interested in running cross country in the
fall. It will be held Tuesday, May 25 at 3:30p.m. in
the track office on the west
side of the stadium.
Anyone interested in
joining a power volleyball
league that will play from
11 a.m. to 1 p.m. each

attend Bowling Green in
the fall.
The four women signed
by BG coach Charles Simpson include freshmen Shelley Staley from Vandalia
and Joyce Bonham from
Madison, sophomore Leslie Schipper from Bowling
Green and Julie Bender
Four gymnasts, includ- from MiddlevUle, Mich.
They will be joining a BG
ing two freshmen and two
transfers, have signed na- team that won the Midtional letters of intent to American Conference
championship and placed
fifth ui the NCAA Northeast Regional this past season. Trie Falcons have a
dual meet record of 75-19-1
in Simpson's eight years as
head coach.

Sunday at Clearwater
Quarry should contact
John Schmeltz at 3524621.
Clearwater Quarry is located on Route 163, about
one mile west of the Toledo-Detroit expressway.
Seven men comprise one
team.

LEASE NOW

for Best Selection
Luther III Apartments
733-755-777
2 Bedrooms
9vi Month Lease

Bender, a transfer from
Louisville where she
gained All-America status,
will become eligible immediately at BG because
Louisville dropped its
gymnastics program this
year.
Schipper, a transfer
from Iowa, will not be eligible until the 1963-84 season.
Two state champions in
cross country and a standout in both the high jump
and sprints have signed
naional letter of intent to
attend Bowling Green in
the fall.
The three recruits are

ffi

LEASING FOR FALL 1982
FIELD MANOR APTS.
542-560 Frazee Ave.
Lower Units features:

ManviHe Ave

2 bedroom furn. apts.
2 baths

BRAND NEW
CLOSE TO CAMPUS
MAURER—GREEN
RENTALS
224 E. WOOSTER
352-0717
,

Dave Rickerd of Deshler,
Tom Franek of Chagrin
Falls and Rick McKinney
of Columbus.
"Both Dave Rickerd and
Tom Franek have a lot of
ability, and I'm sure
they'll contribute fairly
quickly to both our cross
country team, and to our
track team in the distance
events," BG coach Tom
Wright said in a press release. "We think Rick McKinney can move right in
and help us next year in the
high jump. He's so valuable because he'll also contribute in the sprints and
relays for us."
Most of the top performers on this year's BG team
return in 1983 for the Falcons, who compiled a 7-4
dual meet record but finished a disappointing seventh in last weekend's MidAmerican Conference
championship meet.
Bowling Green's women's track team concluded
their 1982 spring track season at the Tom Black Meet,
last weekend in Knoxville,
Tenn., by setting two
school records.
Laura Murphy broke her
own record in the 1,500-meter run by over four seconds with a time of 4:28.7.
The mile relay team also
set a new mark of 3:43.7 for
a fourth place finish. The
relay was highlighted by
LaDeidra Ballard s anchor
time of 52.9.
The team did not qualify
any members for trie nationals to be held June 3-5

EDUCATIONAL CIRRICULUM
AND INSTRUCTION (EDCI)
CHANGES FOR FAIL SEMESTER
KDCi 420 - Developmental
Reading in Coniem \rcu
(Section 1129) Bcinu Changed
From: Mon. 5:30-9:311
To: Tucv & Thin- 1:00-2:30
KDCI 521 -

in Provo, Utah.
It is the first time that
Other finishers were BG has hosted a pro footJoAnn Lanciaux who had ball game since the Cincinher second best time in the nati Bengals and the
3,000 finishing in 10:10; Boston Patroits played a
Ballard (fourth) in the 200 pre-season game here in
at 24.7; Diana Jennings
(fifth) in the long jump
with a distance of l8-feet-2;
and Joy Clawson with a Veteran major league
time of 62.6 in the 400 hur- outfielder Clint Hurdle,
dles.
who came to the Cincinnati
Reds in a celebrated offseason trade with the KanThe Cleveland Browns sas Qty Royals, has been
and the Detroit Lions will reassigned to the Reds'
hold a controlled scrim- AAA farm team in Indiamage at Bowling Green's napolis, it was announced
Doyt Perry Fielcfon Satur- yesterday.
Hurdle was the Reds'
day, August 7, at 1 p.m. The
scrimmage will be open to starting leftfielder when
the public and there will be the season began, but has
been mired in a seasonno admission charge.
The scrimmage comes long slump.
Indianapolis outfielder
at the end of the second
week of practice for both Duane Walker will take
teams. All players - rook- Hurdle's place on the big
ies, free agents and such league team's roster.
veteran stars as Cleveland's Brian Sipe and Detroit's Billy Suns - are
MISSION, Kan. (AP) expected to be in action. The NCAA completed a 36The Browns and Lions will team field for the 1982 Divimeet again a week later in sion I baseball
the Pontiac Silverdome in championships by selectthe first pre-season game ing nine at-large teams of the year for both teams.
including Ohio State - for
Coaches Sam Rutigliano eight regionals, yesterday.
of Cleveland and Monte
A total of 24 conference
Clark of Detroit are ex- champions had received
pected to use all of the automatic berths in the
players on their rosters in post-season tournament,
the controlled scrimmage.
but an additional at-large
The scrimmage will be team was selected after
played under game condi- the Southland Conference
tions with the exception declared Lamar ineligible
that there will be no kick- for using an ineligible
offs or punts.
player.

CIN INNAT AP) - Bo
Diaz h 'mered; i d drove in
three i ins to he .> Philadelphialt t-hande Sieve Carlton b< it Cincir i ati for the
first ti ne in mor than two
years last nig:it as the
Phillit-) pounde I ihe Reds
9-1.

Days: Monday through Friday
Time: 8:00 a.m. — 5:00 p.m.
or by appointment
Tour Guide: Kathy Kelly

Instruction (Section I Iftft) Being
Changed From: Wed. 6:00-10:00
To: Tucv 6:00-10:00
(From Sept. 13-Dec. 10)

Further information??
call 372-2711

I Give to the American
Cancer Society

352-4068

Job burn-out gets to all of us sooner or later But
when it affects a teacher, it's affecting our kids,
too Tonight. Mike O'Mara looks at ways to
solve the problem

Cine nnati starter Tom
Seavei 1-6. gave up seven
runs ii five innings as the
Reds lost their sixth
straight game,
Carltjn, 5-6, scattered
four hits in eight innings
with three walks and three
strikeouts. He needed

Fitness Trail Tours

THE
COPT SHOP
117/2 E. Court
Bowling Green

Ohio 43402

Posters
Table Tents
Bus. Cards
Programs
and now
Trophies
Screen T-Shirt Printing

RESUMES

STRONG

; Alpha Phi would
to Congragulate
their new initiates

NEWS

TONIGHT

Mike
O'Mara

Mary Beth Bennett
Carlene Feltner
Allyson Ketchel
Teresa Schlacter

snRRnfiffiffiffiuWffira^^
HELP WANTED
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o
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BGSU Food Operations will be accepting student applications for Fall Semester, 1982,
employment. Interested individuals should
pick up a referral slip from Student Employment and apply in person at the dining operation of their choice: Commons Dining Hall Founders Dining Hall - Harshman Dining Hall Kreischer Dining Hall - McDonald Dining Hall Amani Snack Bar - Mid-Am Snack Bar University Union: Prout Dining Hall - Falcons Nest
Snack Bar - Catering-Second Floor.

Phi Kappa Psi

OH

Proudly Announces its Newest
Little Sis Actives
Linda Smith
Jill Castanien
Karen Clements
Anne David
Pam Coman
Laurie Creamer
Jennifer Wiley

Cheryl Trick
Chris Hotchkiss
Alison Miller
Barb Smiljanich
Dawn Williams
Maria Plewa
Elizabeth Long

Jan Sexton
Lee Ann Cefaratti
Sally Vanderhoof
Annette Jensen
Lori Henry
Debby Miller
Denise Jones

And Spring Quarter Pledges
OH
o>
o.

CINCINNATI (AP) The Cincinnati Reds have
extended their broadcasting agreement with WLWAM radio through the 1992
season, it was announced
yesterday.
WLW radio will continue
to serve as the flagship
station for
Reds radio

Patti Streisel
Rise Dulskis
Kathy Hanus
Andrea Rava

ninth-inning relief help
from Warren Brusstar for
his first victory over Cincinnati since May 19,1980.
PHILADELPHIA scored
three runs in the second
inning. Diaz got an infield
hit, took third on Garry
Maddox's double and
scored on Manny Trillo's
groundout. Ivan DeJesus
singled for another run,
advanced on Carlton's sacrifice and scored on Bob
Dernier's single.
Pete Rose walked and
scored on Mike Schmidt's
double for a 4-0 lead inthe
third. Schmidt took third
on Gary Matthews' infield
single, stretching his hitting streak to 15 games,
and scored on Diaz's
groundout.
Schmidt walked and
Diaz slammed his ninth
home run of the season in
fifth inning as the Phillies
chased Seaver. Rose
doubled for another run in
the sixth, and Carlton supplied an RBI single in the
seventh.

Give Your
Graduating
Friends
A Special
Message in
The BG News

FrU June 4
Shari Place
With A
KimNeutzling;
Graduation
Sue Schmidt
Scroll
Judy Topp

WeLoyeYaJ
e

Entries for the all-campus track and field meet
are now available from
fraternity and residence
hall athletic chairmen and
at the intramural office in
201 Memorial Hall Entries
are due by today.

Cincy drops sixth straight

. iHind.uion- ol Readme

ARE YOU SENDING JOHNNY TO
A BURNED OUT TEACHER?

At-large teams selected
Monday included Florida
State, Houston, Ohio State,
Oklahoma, Old Dominion,
Pepperdine, San Diego
State, Stanford and Stetson.
Meanwhile, Arizona
State, Fresno State, Oklahoma State, Texas and Wichita State were seeded for
regional competition.
NCAA spokesman Jerry
Miles said the teams were
seeded on the basis of their
records and the strength of
their schedules. He said
the five seeded teams were
assigned to separate regionals so they would not
play each other in the first
round.
The winners of the eight
regionals will advance to
the College World Series
scheduledfor June 4-13 in
Omaha, Neb.

Sue Furland
Anita Keller
Ellen Cothern
Ann Glynn

Have
Your
Message
Printed
in Red

(Actual Scrolls
Larger Than
Pictured Here)

DEADLINE:
Wed. June 2
Limited Spaces
Available

HURRY!
DON'T
MISS
OUT!
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Name change concerns minority organizations
by Becky Bracht
senior staff reporter

Representatives from
two campus minority
groups attended last
week's Undergraduate
Student Government meeting to voice their concerns
over the creation of a USG
Cultural Concerns Committee.
The committee, which
originally was the Minority
Affairs/Human Relations
Committee, had its name
changed to the Cultural
Concerns Committee
through the suggestion of
USG senator Mike Kovack.
Kovack, who chairs the
committee, told USG
members at a previous
meeting that he spoke with
leaders of the different minority organizations on
campus and was told "Cultural Concerns Committee" would be more
appropriate. He then also
motioned that a cabinet
position of Cultural Concerns Coordinator be created.
Cynthia Young, chair of
the Board of Black Cultural Activities, said neither
she, nor any of her cabinet
members, were contacted
about the creation of this
cabinet post or the change
in name of the committee.

USG president Bruce
Johnson said, "This is a
legislative committee that
is just there to form some
kind of policy. We don't
intend to give out any
funds."
Chris Coker, World Student Association treasurer, said WSA concerns
are mainly cultural and
not minority-related.
"Our goals are to promote a cultural understanding between the
foreign and American students," he said.
WSA, he said, did not
understand what was
going on with the committee or the name changes,
but he suggested there is
no need for the committee
if USG has a seat for a
representative from each
of these groups.

BECAUSE IT WAS not
contacted, the BBCA did
not understand the reason
behind the creation of the
committee and whether it
would oversee other cultural committees or give
funds to these committees,
she said.

COKER SAID yesterday
WSA does not support the
idea of a Cultural Concerns
Committee because they
are worried about what the
committee and the position
of Cultural Concerns Coordinator will do.
"It has been explained a
little bit but it's not well
defined," he said. "We
didn't see what the need
was for a change in the
committee's title or the
creation of the new office.
"Minority affairs/human relations deals with a
different set of problems
(than a Cultural Concerns
Committee)," Coker said.
"Bv changing the name to
Cultural Concerns it is taking away from the minority groups and we
(WSA) don't want to do

SPECIAL SUMMER
RATES
(furnished 2 bedroom)

HAVEN HOUSE

PIEDMONT

only $500 00 (or the
only MOO (HI lot I ha
.•ntirt- summer
Wltir* Houses. Efficiencies. & Rooms

CALL 352-9378
Rental Office Located At The
New. Cherrywood Health Sp.i

that."
Johnson said, "The reason behind having the committee was because USG is
the official student representative to the Board of
Trustees. There is a definite need to make all the
effort we can to represent
all interests of the University. We need to be well
informed about all areas
on campus."
MARGIE POTAPCHUK.
USG vice president, said
the purpose of the committee is to liave a group of
senators who are wellversed in minority or cultural concerns. This way,
if issues come up, USG can
respond to them.
Young said the only area
in which minorities feel
they are not getting enough
support is in funding.
"We feel we have done
enough to make sure all
our needs are met. USG's
time and effort would be
better spent to focus attention on human relations
problems," she said.
"I see a need for student
government to be better
versed in cultural concerns, but I don't see a
need to do away with the
human rights part of the
committee," she said. "I
feel that once we're dealing with each other on a
working basis, the cultural
concerns will fall in line."
Von Regan Davis, a Uni-

versity sophomore who
regularly attends USG
meetings, presented a letter at Thursday's meeting
requesting an investigation of Kovack's actions onthe committee name
change.
DAVIS SAID, after
speaking with members of
the different minority
groups, he discovered Kovack did not contact them
as he had claimed.
"I spoke with members
of the tour most influential
minority groups and they
either had not been contacted or had had very
little contact and did not
know what was going on,"
Davis said.
"Relations between USG
and campus minorities is
shaky at best." Davis said.
"I charge that Mr. Kovack, by almost causing an
already delicate
relationship between USG
and the campus minorities
to become much further
eroded, has hurt the image
and credibility of the Undergraduate Student Government," he said.
Kovack, who recently
was named USG's Senator
of the Year, said he contacted 12 different groups
by mail and five organizations in person.
"I talked to Nancy Nava
from the Latin Student
Union, Renee Tolliver of

BSU and Alfred Yeung of
WSA," he said.
KOVACK SAID he spoke
with officers of these
groups before the organizations held elections. After new officers were
elected, he said, Davis
spoke with the new people
Kovack had not contacted.
"When you think of minority affairs you think of
black/white problems," he
said, adding that these
problems do not encomEass everything. Although
P admits Cultural Concerns may not be the best

University Village Apartments
University Court Apartments

name for such a committee, it was arrived at after
speaking with people such
as Nava from LSU.
"I have no problems
with what I did, he said.
Contrary to Young, Kovack said he did attend a
meeting of the BBCA the
night they elected new officers.
"Von Regan never contacted me and I have no
copy of his charges," Kovack said.
Davis's complaint will
go to USG's internal affairs committee for investigation.

1520 Clough St. — Rental Office
Phone 352-0164
Spacious two bedroom, furnished apartments for
'82-'83 school year Gas heat and cooking paid.
(Residents pay electric only.) Central air conditioning, close to campus, stores and movie
theaters Three and four person rates still
available. CALL NOW!

LEASING FOR FALL 1982
FRAZEE AVENUE APTS.
818,624,656,670 Frazee Ave.
featuring:
2 bedroom furn apts.
2 baths

NOW COMES FILLER TIME
onaral
y^onqratulat
'tons
Mary
Ellen
Hunt

Close to Campus

MAURER-GREEN
RENTALS
224 E. WOOSTER
352-0717

BG News
Salesperson of
the week

For Standard Resume's, 3 day service
from start to finish
OUR SERVICES ARE MANY SO GIVE US A CALL
111 South Main St., Bowling Green
Phone 352-5762
Serving the Printing Needs of Students. Faculty and Staff of BG S U
in Quickonntino

oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooa
Bowling Green

Mow leasing for Fall 1982

SPECIAL RATES
UNTIL MAY 28,1982
ROCK LEDGE MANOR
830 Sixth St.at South College
2 bedroom turn apt.
2 full baths
cable vision-dishwasher
4x10 storage locker
DINING f~
BOOM *£*—
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|
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TUESDAY -

WEDNESDAY-

TTcioseT

BEDROOM

'1 .16 6
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Owner pays heat and water
$500.00 plus elec-month-4 man

BOGGS REAL ESTATE
call 352-3841 11 -3 or 354- j 120

CONTACT
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Burlington Optical INC
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Movin'out?
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FEED FOUR FOR ONLY 5.40
Use All Four Coupons At Once Or One At A Time

If you're 18 or over you can rent a Ryder truck to use locally or on a one-way
(rent-ithere. leave- It-there) trip to another city.
Compare costs before you make plans for moving at the end of the semester.
With a truck vou can take along you stereo, 10-speed, clothes, all your stuff.
and still have plenty of room for one or two other oeoole and then thinas.
so vou can share the costs. Compare that to a plane ticket. Or even a bus.
Rent from the best-maintained, most dependable fleet in the world- Ryder.
The best truck money can rent.

Local Rental Locations:

I

INFLATION
CLIPPING SALE

"/»

LIVE MUSIC WITH CHRIS & JOHN

RENT A
RYDER TRUCK

Same Day Service

Guaranteed No Finer Lenses
Available at Any Price

1:11.1111.1 S|)<>( i.lls .All \l;

M

Complete Service for Imported
and Small Domestic Cars

S

Return to Margarrtaville
'.25 TACOS 4 til 7

Extended Happy Hours
11> in lil

BEDROOM

LIVING ROOM
12 ii .'86

1

ONE LOW PRICE

103 N. Prospect at Wooster
PHONE: 354 1810
1380 4th Street
Perrysburg
PHONE: 666-9833
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"itfs finger tickiri good"

•BRING IN THIS
ADVERTISEMENT AND RECEIVE
A 10% DISCOUNT ON YOUR
»»._ TRUCK RENTAL
OFFER EXPWtS JULY 10. 1982

frtefy Fried />'<*«*
BOWLING GREEN DRIVE-THRU NOW OPEN • FREMONT
1020 N Main
Sun-Tnu-> u-n.i'Opm
F
352-2061
'
'PORT CLINTON
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Brown wins county GOP gubernatorial endorsement
by Al Szabo

Gubernatorial candidate Clarence
Brown gained additional party support by winning the endorsement at
the Wood County Republican Convention Saturday night.
Brown edged out Thomas Van Meter for the party endorsement by 20
delegates. The contest required two
ballots because neither candidate had
the necessary 180 delegate votes on
the first roll call.
The 359 delegates met at the Wood

County Fairgrounds to endorse candidates for state and district offices. It
was only the second convention held
by Wood County Republicans, not
counting one 80 years ago.
After receiving the endorsement,
Brown called for a unified Republican
party in November.
State Senator Paul Pfeifer (R-Bucyrus) received the endorsement for
U.S. Senator.
PFETFER'S OPPOSITION was
write-in candidate William Ress, who
said he became a candidate after

John Ashbrook died to carry on his
banner as a conservative in the Senate.
"I should not be here, John Ashbrook should. But I must pick up his
banner," Ress said.
Ashbrook had been his supporter
and that he would proceed with the
campaign as Ashbrook would have
wanted, he said.
Ress, claiming to be the most conservative of anyone in the state Senate, said Ashbrook's campaign
chairman pledged f 100,000 to his cam-

paign.
The keynote address was delivered
by Richard Richards, chairman of the
Republican National Committee.
Richards defended the president's
economic programs and said President Reagan took over many problems when elected that required
drastic changes.
ALTHOUGH REAGAN'S budget is
criticized as not being fair to the poor,
52.5 percent of the 1982 federal budget
is allocated for social services, compared to 27 percent spent in 1960,

Richards said.
He also cited liberal programs by
previous Democratic presidents that
tailed to eliminate the number of poor
and said the number of poor when
Reagan took office, following Carter,
was higher than ever.
"A strong economy eradicates poverty, not federal programs," Richards said.
Democrats charge that too much is
being spent on defense, but in 1982, 25
percent of the federal budget went to
national defense while 49 percent was
spent in 1960, he said.

Dozens ot young members of the
non-denominational, pentecostal
church gathered in the church parking lot Friday night for the finale of
the three-day rally. They stood on a
flatbed trailer, smashing enough records and tearing up enough fantasy
and satanic games and books to fill a
metal tank 8 feet across and 3 feet
deep.
Church members said more than
150 people were at the rally and most
of those who took an active part were
teen-agers.

CLASSIFIEDS

Clotitiiied rote* or* 40c per MM, »1.20 minimum. SOLD TYF1 SOc e*lro per
od. Approximately 25 to 30 tpoce* per tin*.
CAMPUS/CITY IVINTS listing* for non profit public *ervke oclivitle* will be
ini.rlod OMCI lor free ond at regular rote* lh»r»otl»>
Deodlm* lor all lilting* i» 2 doyft belore publication at 4.00 p.m. Friday at
4 p.m. it th* deadline for the Tuesday edition.
Clouified lormt or* available al the SO Hem office. 104 Onl.er.lty Hall.

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS
Good Mornttg May 25
Lett day foe aluminum can recycling la Tuesday May 25 between
1 0 30 ana 3 30 in the Forum of the
Student Senncea Bldg Money ** be
mated to those bringing cans m thai

da
The Pre-Latw Society *iU hold a
pubac forum on Wednesday. May 26.
al 7 30 p m m the Ohio Scute of the
Union Featured speakers wi be
recent graduates ol 8GSU who ace
now attenrjnp law achooi

LOST AND FOUND
In the vicinity ol Ad Bldg was lost a
gold wedding band w ruby a. diamond
chips Reward ottered Great sentimental value Can 372 2201. 8am-

LOST Smal leather change purse al
OX ROAST Please cal Cndi. 3622130
No Questions asked
THANKS1

RIDES
Ride needed To Rochester. N.Y . or
near by area on June 10th I have 1
suitcase only & wi> share expenses
Mao. I can provide rides back to BG
on the 14th Please call Rhonda.
352-2011

ABORTIONS
1-24 week termination
Appointments Made
7 Days
Call TOLL FREE

!-800-321 0575

LOST Sat night red. green a whne
Hag of Kappa Sigma Fraternity
S25 00 REWARD it returned 372
2057

Why type the same cover letter 50
times? We II type your letters a envelopes lor only 75* each1 Advanced
Word Processing. Surte 211 Hunhngton Bank BMg 352 0530
TUCKER TYPING
Professional. Reasonable. FuS-lime
Typing Service NANCY 3520809

PERSONAL
ATTENTION: KD'S
I'M SO PROUD TO BE A MEMBER
OF THE GREAT KD S NOW I GOT A
WHOLE HOUSE FULL OF SISTERS
a I LOVE YOU ALL LOVE IN KD
LESLIE
Beer Blast tonight-Bottomless Drink
Doors open 7 30 pm Longbranch
Saloon
CHOCOLATE BROWNIES
BEST Of CAMPUS
IN THE UNION-BY JACK
Crndy SmalUy -Congrals on your
DG ecltvation' We Knew you could do
it1" Happy B-Day too' You're not a
teenage anymore, IUSI one more
year1 We love ya' Kalhy a Sue
Congratulations Randy ft Joe
lor bet-M) elected 1982-83 U'l Sis
chairmen We are looking forward lo
a great year Love, b'l Taus
Congratulations lo the
new VCTO officers1
Presidenl-Lon McMusen
Vice-Pres -Greg Boyer
Secrelary-Bert Clay
Treeeurer-^fohn Luhfa

ABORTION
TOLL FREE
9 00 A.M. 10 00 P M
1-eOO-43S-3SS0

Meadowview Court
Apartments
214 Napoleon Rd., Bowling Green
Phone:352-1195
SPECIAL RATES
ON FALL LEASES, 1982
Furnished or Unfurnished
Hours: Mon—Fri. 9—12 8 1—5
Efficiencies:
2 Bedrooms:
Unfurnished: $200 Unfurnished: $265
Furnished: $225
Furnished: $285
Landlord Pays
Landlord Pays Gas Heat
All Utilities
Resident Pays Electric Lights
* Laundry facilities available * Gas heat
* Swimming pool * Party room
* Game room * Sauna
All Residents are Granted the Privilege of a Membership
to the Cherrywood Health Spa

Dave Rutl and Brian Gnden Thanks
lor making Sigma Chi Derby Deys so
fun We love you Can we slop
drmkng now thai Derby Days are
over'' Love Sqlets ol KD
HEY PHI MU S-BEWARE
CAUSE MOLLY MU MIGHT WRITE
ABOUT YOU IN THE BG NEWS'
If you thought Santa Claus was a race
guy
Tune «i lo 680 AM—WFAL
Prizes given away hourly during
AIL WINNERS WEEK May 20 28
I LOVE YOU
HAPPV BIRTHDAYBALLOON BO
352-8081
NEXT-TO-NEW SHOP: Clothing
Jewelry. Shoe* a Housewares. SI.
Aloyshis School. Tues. 10 4 and Frl.
1-7 p.m.

*
*
*
*

Challenge
Responsibility
Opportunity to Advance
Travel
Good Salary and Benefits

Voul have pride in serving your country as
one of its future leaden. For more information
on becoming an Army Officer after college
graduation, call:
SFC JOHN CARTER
234 SUMMIT ST.
UMV
TOLEDO 43604

L

KAUYOUCAMK. 259-6294

KEL,
1 HOPE YOU LOVED LEARNING
ABOUT THE BIRDS ft BEES IN THE
WOODS YOU RE A NATURAL BABE
IN THE WOODS ft I CAN T WAIT TILL
WE GO ON OUR CAMP OUT ARE
YOU SURE YOU CAN HANDLE ME
IN A TENT OVER NIGHT IM SO
UNIQUE LOVE SKI.
Lee White Bib Overall! back In
stock al JEANS—N-THINQS. Corner ol Ridge ft Thurslln.
Phi Kappa Tan LI'I Sis'
proudly announce their
new officers lor 1982-1983
Presldenl-MICHELLE McCAULEY
Vlce-pres.-JILL BADENHOP
Secretary—SHERRI WHABTON
Trees-NANCY KOSTOLANSKY
Pledge trainers—SHARON ABNEY
AND KIM HARDER
Social chalrman-BETH ROMANO
Phi Mu Su2> N —Keep us that cute
smee. il brightens everyone's day —
Moly Mu
PRE—REQ. PRE—REO, PRE—REQ
PRE-REO, PRE—REQ. PRE—REO
VOLUNTEER TODAYIIIII
Sheel Touw, Congratulations on
your Alpha Phl-Slgma Chi lavallerIng to Ken. You had us fooled! Love.
your Alpha Phi si stars.
SME SOCIAL HOUR
Al Marks Piua Pub Old and New
members, bring a friend Wed June
2 1982 7 30 pm
TO MY BIG BECKY.
YOU MADE WHITE ROSE WEEK
THE GREATEST ft ILL NEVER FORGET IT WE VE GOT TWO GREAT
VEARS AHEAD OF US ft YOULL
HAVE TO LOVE ME LIKE A REAL
SISTER SINCE I OONT HAVE ONE
LOVE IN KD. LESLIE
TO THE BEST BIG
JOAN. DID YOU EVER HAVE ME
FOOLED' I STILL CAN HARDLY BELIEVE IT THANKS FOR WED NfTE I
WILL TREASURE OUR FRIENDSHIP
FOREVER ADPI L ft L. YOUR
LITTLE. TERRI
T-SHIRTS
T-SHIRTS
T-SHIRTS
Lowesl prices-Fast delivery
Call Tim or Jim 353-7011

2 bdrm 1 Vi baths
FREE AIRCONDITIONING
FREE HEAT
Special prices for
groups of 2 & 3 people

NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT

Learn To Lead

•
•
•
•
•

KATHI KAINSINGER-CONGRATULATTONS ON BEWG CHOOSEN
FOUNDERS STUDENT OF THE
YEARi YOU DESERVE IT' LOVE
YOUR ROOMIE

649 SIXTH STREET

COLLEGE SENIORS
AND GRADS . . .

The Army's Officer
Candidate School
will tram you for
leadership positions
inavarietyof
specialties ranging
from combat arms to
engineering to finance.
Well give you:

BUT HOURS LATER, in the middle
of the night, vandals slashed tires on
the church bus and tossed rocks and
bricks through a 100-year-old, 18-foothigh stained glass window, causing an
estimated $9,000 damage to the window.
They parted with a message, etched
on a wooden door to a church office:
"Rock and roll will never die."
Topeka police said they were unable to tell how many vandals there
were. They said there have been no
arrests.

Expert typing
Reasonable rales
Cal 352 7305 attar 5 pm

SERVICES OFFERED

5 p.m
LOST al Ox Roast Sal around
12 30 Elec kghtet Gold with wood
grain Lost al entrance Sentimental
value Reward Can 352-9383

1

ENDORSEMENTS

Governor

Clarence J. Brown
U.S. Senate
Paul Pfeifer
U.S. House
of Representatives
5th District: Delbert Latta

Youth group rallies against rock, vandals damage church
TOPEKA, Kan. (AP) - Vandals who
damaged a church after its young
members held a "Rally Against
Rock," were driven by their addiction
to the evil of rock 'n roll music, the
church pastor says.
"People get hooked on rock music
like they become hooked on alcohol
and drugs. It almost becomes a god to
them," the Rev. Max Manning, senior
pastor of the Evangel Temple Full
Gospel Church, said yesterday.
''Whatever you feed into your spirit,
that's what you become."

r

Among the records destroyed were
"Jesus Christ Superstar," the hit
"rock opera" record album released
in the late 1960s, and albums by Kiss,
Black Sabbath, the Rolling Stones,
AC/DC and other popular groups,
The trashing also included records
by country-western performer Willie
Nelson and entertainer Jim Nabors,
as well as ouija boards and personality■posters.
The church's youth, Manning said,
"wanted to have a spiritual divorce
frwntheseUungs^Tie^eltUiese

22
24
25
29
32
33
35
36
37
36
39
40
41
42
44
46
48

49 Admiral's post
52 Owner ot a brown
fur coat
55 Japanese
aborigine
56 Locomotive
engines
59 Famous
sultragetle
60 Home on the
range
61 Island republic
62 Number prefix
63 Sign of contempt
64 Title for
Sutherland

DOWN
1 Parabola
2 Encouraging
sounds
3 With: Fr.
4 Sweat eater's
choice
5 Echo
6 Italian numeral
7 Pledgeotason
8 Heaters
9 Prepares for a
rainy day
10 Convenes

11 Covent Garden
specialty
12 Urges
15 Garden
headaches
17 Harsh criticism
21 Lab appurtenance
23 Partner of now
25 Yearned
26 Captain of the
Golden Hind
27 Dabbler
28 Certain regimens
30 Maintain, old style
31 Expressionless
34 Foot the bill
37 Singles and
doubles
38 Custom-made
40 Malay dagger
41 Of the United
Kingdom: Prefix
43 Ryedlsase
45 Have a friendly
chat. In Dublin
47 Vamp
49 Veritable item
50 Ananias
51 World figure
53
Minor
54 Extent of time
57 Formerly called
58 Religious district

State Treasurer
Dana Rinehart

I

j

1974 VW Bug III looks ft runs good
New brakes asking $1,985 Call
2873238 9 lo 6 After 6 p m cal
287-3255

Wanted: 4 to sublease Haven House
apl lor 82-83 school yr $505'mo.
Close lo campus Cal Steve 3726150 or Rob 352-4474

WANT TO WIN A PRIZE?
YOU CAN DURING WFAL S
AH WINNERS WEEK
LISTEN TO 880 AM FOR DETAILS

1 M rmle needed lor 82-83 achooi
year Rent $101 pkje electric 352
5918

1978 HONDA HAWK »-400CC
TWtNS. FERING. CARRIER RACK.
BACKREST. ELECTRIC START. EXCELL COND" $I200-CALL KEITH
1-874-1495 AFTER 5 30 OR JEFF
372-1006

1-4 rmtes lo sublease 3 bdrma.
Fum nee on S Summit lor summer
$85 mo plus utJ Cal Micheee 28071 or Luanne 26127.

HELP WANTED

You can call It a fitting end to a
winning week. Or you can call it
WFAL Nile at the Uptown Wednesday. May 26m is the night lo partyout with 2 lor I drink specials, the
WFAL locks and those crazy guys
and gale ol the Uptown WFAL Nile al
the Uptown—The Cbmav. lo Al-Wmners week

ATTENTION
Studenta do you like
lo travel? Are you looking lor an
opportunity lo make good money this
summer? II you have the entire summer Iree. cal 354-2139 lor an alterview
Marketing, Salee. Retail. Communications Mafors: Here's your
chance lo gain experience that w«
give you that EXTRA advantage when
enterxig the professional marketplace The BG News is now accepting appacatons lor Advertising Sales
positions beginning Fal Apply 108
University Hal 8-5pm by Wed Mey

Fix your own car. Oarage apace
with tool* ft equipment for rent.
You Do It Oarage. Ph. 354-1624 or
352-3004.
CONGRATULATIONS JIM SCHIED
FOR BEING CHOSEN
OUR PHI KAPPA TAU
BROTHER OF THE YEAR
LOVE U'L TAUS

26
SUMMER JOBSTotedo based houaewaree oxWrfcutor
has openings lor business or marketing meided student Exceaent salee ft
product trailing program offers valuable high-level experience as wel as
excelenl income polenliel Some
travel or possibtv work in your home
area Expenses paid Must have car
For more information, cal or write Mr
Welch CMS Box 8459. Toledo
OH 43623 or phone (419) 8823711

WANTED
M rmle (SI. 1st lerm Sum Otr only
Univ Vil only $75. cal 352 7741
Student to live-in Room ft board
turn. In exchange for light hskping.
ft babysitting. 1982-83 sen yr. Call

354-1024.
1 F RMTE NEEDED FOR 82-83
SCHOOL YR SIOO'MO FOR NICE
APT PLEASE CALL 372-5295

RNS—LPN'S Stalling and pnvale
duly poeitiona aveaaMe now> We
work around your schedule Accepting applications daily Medical Personnel Pool 473 1233

Do you need a lemale rmle. tor
1982-83? I need e place lo kve.
preferably apartment Close lo campus Cal Kim 2-4883
1 F. RMTE. NEEOEDFOR 82-83 SCH.
YR. TO SHARE HOUSE. H5IMO.
PLUS UTIL. CALL 2-4295.

FOR SALE

MATURE OR GRAD ST F TO
SHARE NICE HOUSE OWN RM
WASH DRYER QUIET OPEN JUNE
1 CALL PAT 354-1361
2 BDRM APT FOR RENT 2ND 5
WEEK SUMMER TERM
S1S0
CALL Big 354 1280 AFTER 5PM

Complete AIWA m component slfc
reomodel 22 Power amp A pre amp
AM FM tuner A cassette deck with
Dolby In superb cono" Wl sel
complete lor $500 Cal 352 2784

2 M OR F RMTES FOR SUMMER
SIBOiEA FURN . GREAT LOCATION CALL EVES 353 9121

AMF MENS 27 10 SPEED BICY
CLE. GOOD CONDITION $70 OR
BEST OFFER 372-3986

RMTE FOR SUMMER POSSIBLY
82-83 SCH YR S97.MO FURN
PLUS ELEC CALL 352-6984

Sel ol Wason 1200 Go" clubs 1-3-5
woods. 3-4-5-7-9 wedge ft putter
irons $140 Cal 372 3985 Ruaa

Wanted F rmle lor summer $225
includes utilities Your own bdrm Call
352-4371.

FORD LTD WAGON 1976 EXCEL
COND LOW MILEAGE $700 OR
BEST OFFER 372-3385

1 RMTE NEEDED FOR SUMMER
S100/MO PLUS UTIL
HOUSE
OWN BDRM 352-4088

1973 Camaro SlOOlotfer 350ci 2
bbl auto . P'S. P/B. A,C Runs great
Nice interior Cal Derrick 372-1460

Wanted 4 lo sublease Haven House
Apt lor 82-83 school yr Excellent
location Cal Plane 382-3729

STEREO SPEAKERS-3 woy. admala
ble tweeter'midrange. 12" woofer.
65 wans peak 24x15x12. $145
Cal 352-7835

1 M. RTME. NEEDED FOR SUMMER.
FURN. OWN BDRM. NEW CARPET,
3RD ST. S100/MO. 352-3155.

1972 VW aq back Good engine ft
body Great tranapottation ASKING
ONLY $280 Cat 352 6266 after 3
pm

RMTE FOR SUMMER JI55MO
PLUS ELEC FURN OWN BDRM ft
BATHROOM CALL 352 2832

1978 HONDA 550 Four Sissy bar,
luggage rack, windshield $1,400
Cal 352-5351 attar 6 pm

APT AVAIL TO SUBLET FOR SUM
MER 1 BDRM FURN AC ON
FOURTH ft HIGH CALL 352-1898

FOR SALE-SMALL YELLOW
10-SPEED GOOD CONDITION
$25 CALL 352-4849

Need I rmle for summer and/or Ian
Own room m nice house lor $85^mo
plus utilities Cal Calhy 352 0522

DUAL CS 504 Semi-automatic
be" drive turntable with
ADC LM II cartridge $50 3521416

2 F RMTES lor 82-83 sch yr Ur»v
CIS Apts . furnished $131 mo Cal
2-3888 or 2 1373

Fisher Stereo. 1 yr ok) w/2 large
speakers cassette 8-track. AM. FM
turntable, ft earphones $200 For
more fito. cal 288-2795

1982 Los Angeles Times Syndicate

ACROSS
Asian lake
Hicks
Actress Wray
Musician Shankar
Growing outward
Had on
Road guards'post
Name tor a colleen
Hal cake
"Sagebrush
State" attraction
Equine color
Lebanese seaport
Slave to a habit
Deserts, for
instance
Stream ol water
Very Important
Presidential
monogram
In good health
Wallace ot the
movies
Mexican Indian
Make do (with
"out")
Bistro need
Red
Discourages
Church area
Essays
Labor mightily

Vincent Campanella
Attorney General
Charles "Rocky" Sax be

2-3 M
RMTES NEEDED FOR
FURN
HOUSE SUMMER
82
$135 mo uM pd 321 E Merry Cal
after 6pm 372-3548 or 5442

THE DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
1
5
10
13
14
15
16
18
19
20

Virgil Brown
State Auditor

VCTO Rattle Wmners-Nikon EMPeggy Eletw. Parrot ft Peacock dm
ners-Mory McCartney CONGRAT
ULATIONS'

2 M rmtee needed lor 82-83 yi Lg
furrvehed apt., across Irom campus
Low rates Cal Greg 352 8058

352-5620

things were hindering their
relationship with God."
Manning, 53, speculated yesterday
that the vandals' violence would
prompt more churches to take up the
cause against rock music. Already, he
said, he has received calls from other
Kansas churches asking about the
rally.
"This was an eye opener for me,"
Manning said. "A lot of these kids aie
really sick - intoxicated with the
necessity to feed their spirit with rock
and roll."

9th District: Ed Weber
Secretary of State
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1972 TR6 convertible
60.000
times AM/FM stereo 4-spd . good
lop Looks ft runs great' $2800
267-4151

2 BDRM APT TO SUBLEASE SUMMER 82 Fireplace, dishwasher,
washer dryer Unfurn 353-0985
1 bdrm apt turn Al unities paid,
close to campus Avaaabte starting
summer 352-7462 after 4 30 p.m.
Summer apt starting at $375 tor
entire summer Also single rooms in
houses Ph 352-7365

FOR RENT
2 bedroom unlurnished or part furrushed apts Cal 362-2663
Adjacent lo Otfenheuer Towera—l
bdrm furnished upstairs apt $200
plus uhlilies per month Deposit and
lease required Available August 26
3S4-1753or 352 3408
APARTMENTS
3-4 students
HOUSES
7-8 students
SINGLE ROOMS near campus 9 mo
leases Ph 352 7365
1982-83 school year
two bedroom apartments
NEWLOVE APTS 352 5620
SUMMER: 831 7th St 2 bdrm
lum apts $300 lor entire summer
FALL:831 Seventh SI
2 bdrm turn apts Set up for 4
persons Owner lurn all util except
ekKtnOty
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
m-MSs
HaH ol Houses lor 2-3-4 students
across Irom Kohl Hal House lor
eight students Apts 3 or 4 students
Single rooms Al near campus 9
month leases Ph 352-7365
HOUSES available June 15 or August
26 Phone 352 7454. 9 lo 4 pm
Lamphghl Court Apartments 995 S
Man Ph 352 7245 Fum studio,
turn 1 bdrm and unfurn 1 bdrm
Grad students ft University personnel
LOW SUMMER RATES
'Houses
* 2 bdrm apts
•1 bdrm apts
NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT

352-5820
ROOM TO SUBLS FOR SUMMER
F
ONLY
OWN BDRM
ONLY
$95 00 MO NO UTIL 352 5587
Starting June IS. near campus. 2
bdrm apt over garage, mostly turn
Cal John Newlove Real Estate 3526653
SUMMER RENTALS
Houses apts . single rooms
PHONE 352-7365
1 A 2 bdrm apis in Walerviee—10
mm. from Bowling Green Storage ft
laundery laceties 'net Reasonable
rales Irom $225 mo 878 8499
1 BDRM. APTS.
* Unfurnished
' Gas Heal
* 9 or 12 mo lease
NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT
352-5620
Cal before 4pm

SUMMER ft FALL 2 bdrma turn
Close to campus. aduHa only 3527315 or 354-1091 alter 6 p.m.
1 ft 2 bdrm apts
9 ft 12 Mo leases Rates from $236
to $400 June ft Sept vacancies

352-6985
SUMMER-2 BDRM
FURNISHED APT GIRLS
352-6040 AFTER 6 P.M.
ACCOMMODATIONS FOR FALL
GIRLS 352 6040 AFTER 6 P.M
FOR RENT-Brand new 1-bdrm fur
rxshed apta avatar* lor tal semester Located on me corner ol 9th &
High St Cal 352 5504 lor more
inlormatlon
TURSTON APTS
AIR COND.
FULLY CARPETED. CABLE VtStON,
EFFICIENCY.
LAUNDRY FACILITIES NOW LEASING FOR SUMMER
ft FALL 451 THURSTON AVE 352-

5435
STUDENT APARTMENTS
3 beta otl campus FALL ft SUMMER
TOM 352-4671 AND 352 1800
APARTMENTS-2 BDRM
FURN ft UNFURN NEAR CAMPUS
[OM 152 4671 AND 352-1 BOO
TWO BDRM HOUSE NEAR UNIV
LEASE STARTS JUNE 1 $345 MO
PLUS UTIL CALL 352-4287
2 bdrm turn apts A/C incl
Summer rate $375 Also available
tor fal 352-2863
2 BOHM SEMI-FURN ~PT
AVAILABLE SUMMER

352-2356
Need a rmle tor 82-83 or tor summer? I need a place to live—preferably apt Close lo campus Cal
Chris al 352 1438 keep trymgl
Duplex—Furnished lor summer ft fal
For 3. Lower duplex furnished, summer A tal lor 4 Phone 352-0839
2 bdrm, luHy furnished, A.C. apt*.
Available tor aummer and/or achooi
year. Specially tow rates Cell 3521313 after 3 p.m.
2 bdrm garage apt serm-lurn Aval.
lor 12 mo lease Located behind
Dino's 352 2222

1N2 - 1983
* Houses
* 2 bdrm apis
NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT

352-5620
1 ft 2 bdrm apts available lor summer and'or tal rental Phone 35274549 to 4 pm

NOW LEASING FOR
FALL 1982
GREENBRIAR APTS.
215E.PoeRd.
EH. Furn. 9lA mo. $155.00
EH. Unfurn. 9Vz mo. $145.00

ALL UTILITIES PAID
ONE BEDROOM FURN.

One person 9[A mo.$195.00 plus elec.
Two person
$215.00 plus elec.

ONE BEDROOM UNFURN.
One person 9'A mo.$185.00 plus elec.
$200.00 plus elec.
Two person

MAURER - GREEN RENTALS
224E.W00STER
352-0717

